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Abstract—Magnetic nanoparticles (MNPs) have been used in
many diagnostic and therapeutic biomedical applications over the
past few decades to enhance imaging contrast, steer drugs to tar-
gets, and treat tumors via hyperthermia. Optical coherence tomog-
raphy (OCT) is an optical biomedical imaging modality that relies
on the detection of backscattered light to generate high-resolution
cross-sectional images of biological tissue. MNPs have been utilized
as imaging contrast and perturbative mechanical agents in OCT
in techniques called magnetomotive OCT (MM-OCT) and magne-
tomotive elastography (MM-OCE), respectively. MNPs have also
been independently used for magnetic hyperthermia treatments,
enabling therapeutic functions such as killing tumor cells. It is well
known that the localized tissue heating during hyperthermia treat-
ments result in a change in the biomechanical properties of the
tissue. Therefore, we propose a novel dosimetric technique for hy-
perthermia treatment based on the viscoelasticity change detected
by MM-OCE, further enabling the theranostic function of MNPs.
In this paper, we first review the basic principles and applications
of MM-OCT, MM-OCE, and magnetic hyperthermia, and present
new preliminary results supporting the concept of MM-OCE-based
hyperthermia dosimetry.

Index Terms—Biomechanics, magnetic hyperthermia, magneto-
motive nanoparticles, optical coherence elastography, optical co-
herence tomography, theranostic, thermotherapy.

I. INTRODUCTION

MAGNETIC nanoparticles (MNPs) have been used in
biomedicine for various applications, which can be

broadly grouped into the following three categories: (1) diag-
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nostic applications such as biosensing, where MNPs have been
used for proximity sensors for imaging or biomechanical con-
trast agents [1], [2], (2) therapeutic applications such as drug
delivery and hyperthermia treatment [3], and (3) theranostic
applications that incorporate both therapeutic and diagnostic
functions [4]. To date, these techniques have been demonstrated
in ex vivo, in vivo, and pre-clinical studies, and have been an
emerging field of research.

From a biological point-of-view, MNPs (usually magnetite
Fe3O4 and maghemite γ-Fe2O3) have several desirable prop-
erties that make them suitable for in vivo clinical applications.
First, MNPs have controllable particle size (tens of nanome-
ters), which is comparable to or smaller than several basic bi-
ological entities such as cells (10–100 μm) and proteins (5–
50 nm), providing the possibility of cellular uptake [5]. When
used in cancer treatment, MNPs can be delivered intravascu-
larly and will “leak” into a tumor (with a pore size of 380–
780 nm) by the enhanced permeability and retention (EPR)
effect, which facilitates their diagnostic and therapeutic effec-
tiveness [6], [7]. Second, MNPs can degrade into iron and
oxygen, which can be recycled in iron metabolic and oxygen
transport systems and be safely eliminated from the systematic
circulation by macrophages [8]. Additionally, the biocompati-
bility and biodegradability of MNPs can be further enhanced
by surface functionalization [9]. Third, conjugation of specific
functional groups or ligands allows for additional functions,
such as targeting of specific tissues and enabling a more effec-
tive transport to the targeted sites by extending blood circulation
time [10]–[12].

Considered from an engineering point-of-view, the advan-
tages of using MNPs for biomedical applications are numerous.
MNPs are magnetic and can respond to an external magnetic
field, allowing remote manipulation. This implies that MNP-
based diagnosis and therapy can be performed in a non-contact
manner. Since, most tissues exhibit very little magnetism as
compared to MNPs, the MNPs contained within the tissue can
be sensed with high selectivity and specificity. Additionally,
MNPs can be used to induce a localized heating and temper-
ature increase by subjecting them to an alternating magnetic
field. Generally, the heat induced only occurs in the MNP-laden
malignant tissue while sparing the non-targeted healthy tissues.
This is useful in thermotherapy such as magnetic hyperthermia,
where the use of MNPs has been shown to provide improved
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treatment outcomes [5], [13]. Finally, MNPs possess negligible
mass and inertia. This is particularly desirable for the diagnos-
tic approaches that rely on the assessment of biomechanical
tissue properties, where a non-negligible addition of mass may
significantly alter the physical properties of the tissue.

Due to their versatility, MNPs have been used as imaging
contrast agents in various biomedical imaging modalities includ-
ing magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography
(CT), positron emission tomography (PET), and optical imaging
[14]. In this paper, we focus on the review of MNPs combined
with optical coherence tomography (OCT) techniques includ-
ing magnetomotive optical coherence tomography and elastog-
raphy (MM-OCT and MM-OCE), which allow for diagnostic
measurements based on imaging and biomechanical contrast,
respectively. OCT is a non-invasive optical imaging modality
that provides cross-sectional images of tissues up to 1–2 mm in
depth and with cellular level (micron scale) resolution, surpass-
ing the resolution of the aforementioned imaging modalities
[15], [16]. Additionally, we also discuss the use of MNPs as
therapeutic agents, with hyperthermia therapy being our main
focus. Finally, the feasibility of using MNPs as theranostic agent
for both magnetic hyperthermia and dosage evaluation based on
MM-OCE, including new preliminary results and discussion,
will be presented.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, the underlying physics of MNPs, including their magnetic
properties, will be discussed. In Section III, an overview of
MM-OCT and MM-OCE, along with MNP-based diagnostic
and therapeutic applications, will be presented. In Section IV,
the theranostic use of MNPs will be discussed, followed by
Sections V and VI, where new preliminary results of MM-OCE-
based hyperthermia dosimetry are reported. Finally, in Section
VII, we conclude with a discussion on the significance of our
findings along with possible future research directions.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Classification of Magnetic Materials

Magnetic materials can be categorized based on the degree of
the magnetization induced in response to an applied magnetic

field. The relation between the magnetic field strength
⇀

H and

the magnetization
⇀

M (magnetic moment �m per unit volume of
the material) is given by the following equation [17]:

⇀

M = χ
⇀

H. (1)

The constant of proportionality χ in the above equation is a
dimensionless quantity, called the volumetric magnetic suscep-
tibility, which specifies the degree of magnetization of a ma-
terial. Typically, ferromagnetic (FM) materials have magnetic
susceptibilities that are orders of magnitude larger than that of
paramagnetic (PM) and diamagnetic (DM) materials. While PM
materials are characterized by a positive magnetic susceptibility
(χP M > 0) and are attracted by the magnetic field, DM materi-
als have a negative magnetic susceptibility (χDM < 0) and are
repelled by a magnetic field. Most materials are PM or DM, and

Fig. 1. Classification and properties of MNPs. (a) Typical
⇀

M −
⇀

H curve
of (left) ferromagnetic (FM) and (right) superparamagnetic (SPM) particles,

where the hysteresis loop and remnant magnetization (
⇀

M r ) is present in the
FM particles. (b) Schematic of the sample arm in a MM-OCT setup where (left)
MNP-laden tissue is located beneath the magnetic coil. (Left) The magnetic
force on the tissue and (right) different forms of magnetomotion are illustrated
in relation to the OCT imaging beam (adapted from [11], [21]). (c) Heating
mechanisms of SPM nanoparticles, where (left) Néel rotation describes the in-
ternal rotation of the magnetic moment (shown as arrows), and (right) Brownian
rotation is the rotation of the entire particle.

can only be magnetized when a magnetic field is present. Hence,

the
⇀

M −
⇀

H curve passes through the origin and exhibits a one-
to-one correspondence. In contrast, FM materials can acquire
magnetization without an external field, which is indicated by a

non-zero value of magnetization
⇀

M for a zero value of the mag-

netic field strength
⇀

H . Consequently, a typical
⇀

M −
⇀

H curve for
a FM material shows a hysteresis loop as shown in Fig. 1(a). Hys-
teresis results from domain boundary shifting by the change of
intrinsic magnetic anisotropy energy of the crystalline material
[18], and the shape of the hysteresis loop is inversely related to
the particle size—the larger the particles, the narrower the loop
[5]. For particles as small as 10–100 nm, the particle as a whole
can be regarded as a single “giant” spin due to the rigidly aligned
atomic moments [19]. This “superparamagnetic” (SPM) parti-
cle can then fluctuate freely in response to thermal energy. Like
PM materials, SPM nanoparticles are only magnetized under an
external field as shown in Fig. 1(a). However, the susceptibilities
of SPM materials, much like FM materials, greatly exceed that
of PM materials. The magnetization characteristics of a SPM
nanoparticle is described by the Langevin function [20].

While most human tissues are slightly DM and have suscep-
tibilities within ±20% of that of water (χH2 O = −9.05 × 10−6

in SI unit), a PM response is exhibited by vascular tis-
sues, where iron-containing hemoglobin molecules are present
(χdeoxygenated,ferrous hemoglobin = 2.08 × 10−6 in SI unit) [22].
For either case though, the susceptibility of tissue is far less
than that of typical MNPs (either FM or SPM), which implies
that the magnetic response induced within MNP-laden tissue is
mainly determined by the MNPs. Thus, a high selectivity of the
MNPs can be achieved in biomedical applications [5].
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B. Magnetomotion

MNPs are capable of being actuated by an external magnetic
field gradient and induces the movement of MNPs, which we
have termed as “magnetomotion” [23]. While magnetism can
be sensed by the nonlinear magnetization and relaxation of the
magnetic moment [24], [25], the presence of MNPs can also
be detected by magnetomotion. The magnetomotion can offer
dynamic imaging contrast at specific targeted tissue sites, or be
modulated to reveal the biomechanical properties of the MNP-
laden tissues [1], and both will be discussed in detail later.

Magnetomotion can arise when a magnetic force is exerted on
the MNPs in a non-contact configuration. The magnetic force
acting on a single spherical MNP can be described by the fol-
lowing equation [5], [26]:

⇀

FM N P =
VM N P (Δχ)

μo

(
�B · ∇

)
�B. (2)

Here VM N P is the volume of the MNP, Δχ is the difference of
the magnetic susceptibilities of the MNP and the environmental
medium, μo is the permeability constant, and �B is the magnetic
induction. Since no magnetic field gradient will be generated
under a uniform magnetic field (i.e., ( �B · ∇) �B = 0), the MNPs
must be located outside the electromagnetic coil for motion
generation.

Shown in Fig. 1(b), magnetomotion can have various forms.

FM nanoparticles with remnant magnetization (
⇀

Mr ) experi-
ence a torque and lead to rotation, while a translation will be

observed for materials without
⇀

Mr [27]. If a field is applied

to SPM nanoparticles (
⇀

Mr = 0) in the z direction under the
assumption that it would not be affected by the magnetization
within the material and that �m is the same throughout the par-
ticle volume V , the magnetic force on each individual MNP

can be approximated as
⇀

FM N P =
⇀

MM N P VM N P
∂B
∂z [28]. For

NM N P amount of MNPs embedded within the tissue matrix,
the net magnetic force of the ensemble of MNPs can hence be
given by

⇀

F total = (NM N P

⇀

MM N P VM N P +
⇀

MtissueVtissue)
∂B

∂z
. (3)

Tissues are often slightly DM (
⇀

Mtissue < 0). Hence, to

achieve a net PM response (
⇀

F total > 0), a threshold value of
the MNP concentration should be met such that (see Fig. 1(b))

NM N P > −
⇀

MtissueVtissue
⇀

MM N P VM N P

. (4)

The above inequality shows that although the tissue to MNP
magnetization ratio is typically small (since χM N P ∼ 1 �
|χtissue | ∼ 10−5), yet, to estimate the required concentration
of MNPs, the tissue to MNP volume ratio must be taken into
consideration as well [28].

At magnetic field strengths sufficiently smaller than satura-

tion,
⇀

MM N P is linear to the applied �B and
⇀

FM N P is pro-

portional to |
⇀

B|2 (since ( �B · ∇) �B in Eq. (2) can be written

alternatively as 1
2∇|

⇀

B|2 , assuming no currents or time-varying

electric field is present). Thus, to temporally modulate the
MNPs with a sinusoidal wave, one can supply a voltage of

V (t) = V0

√
sin(2πfB t)+1

2 [28]. If the induced magnetomotion
is small enough so that the system undergoes a linear (Hookean)
mechanical response, the displacement at time t can then be
written as

Δz (t) = A

(
sin (2πfB t + ϕ) + 1

2

)
(5)

where A is the maximum displacement amplitude, fB is the
modulation frequency, and ϕ is the phase lag in which a shift can
be observed for a PM and DM response, reflecting directionality
of the net magnetic force [28].

C. Energy Transfer

Electromagnetic energy can be transferred from an external
magnetic field to the MNPs in the form of heat, equipping MNPs
with the ability to deliver a thermal dose for therapeutic appli-
cations, such as hyperthermia treatment. The heat induction is
mainly due to hysteresis loss and magnetic relaxation, while
eddy current and magnetic resonance effects are neglected ow-
ing to the small size of the MNPs and the low field frequency
typically applied in hyperthermia [5], [18].

For FM particles, the enclosed area of the hysteresis loop

(
∮ ⇀

H d
⇀

M ) is related to the energy loss per magnetization cycle
[29]. If a time-varying magnetic field is applied repeatedly, a
constant flow of energy can then be transferred to the MNPs.
The heating power can therefore be determined from the energy
loss per cycle times the frequency f of the excited alternating
excitation field [5], given by

Pf erromagnets = μ0f

∮
⇀

Hd
⇀

M. (6)

However, a substantial heating power from hysteresis loss
is difficult to achieve if the field strength is not sufficiently
strong, or if the uniaxial nanoparticles are not well-aligned
with the excitation field, which imposes challenges for in vivo
applications [5].

The energy barrier for magnetization reversal decreases with
decreasing MNP size, and hence the ambient thermal energy kT
(the product of the Boltzmann constant k and temperature T )
could allow the macroscopic magnetization of SPM nanoparti-
cles to relax back to an equilibrium state once the magnetic field
is removed [29]. This phenomenon is associated with both Néel
and Brownian relaxations [29], [30], and can be characterized
through an effective relaxation time τ , given by

1
τ

=
1

τN
+

1
τB

(7)

where
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

τN = τ0 · e K V
k T (τ0 ∼ 10−9s) Néel relaxation time

τB =
3ηVh

kT
Brownian relaxation time.

(8)
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Through Néel relaxation, the magnetic moment rotates within
each particle (internal dynamics, Fig. 1(c)), and is affected by the
magnetic anisotropy energy KV (the product of the magnetic
anisotropy constant K and particle volume V ). In Brownian
relaxation, the entire particle suspended within a fluid rotates
(external dynamics, Fig. 1(c)). This is influenced by the fric-
tional losses due to the liquid viscosity η and the hydrodynamic
volume Vh , which can be affected by the additional volume of
the adhered fluid layer or particle coating [29], [30]. Néel rota-
tion dominates in the case where MNP are immobilized, such as
when the MNPs are injected directly (interstitially) into a tumor
[31]. In addition, Néel relaxation is more favorable for small
particles, as can be seen from the size-dependent characteristics
(i.e., Néel ∼ exponential; Brownian ∼ power law) [32].

The volumetric power dissipation in magnetic particles sub-
jected to an alternating magnetic field is given by the following
equation [29], [33]:

Psuperparamagnets = μ0πfχ′′|
⇀

H|2 . (9)

Energy transfer only exists with a non-zero χ′′, which de-
notes the imaginary part of the complex magnetic susceptibility
(loss component) that depends on both the relaxation time τ
and field frequency f [30], [32]. It has been reported that the
magnetic fluid (a colloidal suspension of single domain parti-
cles) has a higher specific absorption rate (SAR) as compared
to multi-domain particles, suggesting a prohibitively high field
or frequency is not necessary for SPM nanoparticles to generate
an adequate amount of heat [18], [34].

III. MAGNETOMOTIVE NANOPARTICLE APPLICATIONS

A. Magnetomotive Optical Coherence Tomography

Nanoparticles, with their potentially higher targeting effi-
ciency, have been utilized as image contrast agents in various
imaging modalities such as MRI, CT, PET, ultrasound imaging,
and optical imaging to enable visualization and recognition of
specifically localized tissues in the body, such as tumors [35].
In OCT, which is a coherent imaging technique, image con-
trast can be provided by modulation of optical properties, either
static (e.g., scattering, absorption, and polarization change) or
dynamic (e.g., pump-probe OCT techniques) [21].

Magnetomotive OCT (MM-OCT) is a functional extension
of OCT that employs MNPs or MNP-containing magnetic mi-
crospheres (MSs) as dynamic imaging contrast agents [23]. Ac-
tuated by an external magnetic field, the MNPs or magnetic
MSs can undergo magnetomotion and modify the amplitude
and phase of the OCT interferogram. The exogenous magnetic
contrast agents can be delivered to the biological target via in-
travenous administration, followed by passive cellular uptake
as macrophages in the reticuloendothelial system (RES) engulf
the agents [36], or by actively targeting specific receptors or
molecules with functionalized MNPs/magnetic MSs containing
specific binding agents [37].

Using MM-OCT, the detection and sensitivity of MNPs at
nanomole-scale concentrations can be achieved using a low
field strength (less than 0.1 T) [11], [27], [28]. While the dif-

Fig. 2. In vivo MM-OCT results showing targeted delivery and detection of
MNPs. (I) targeted MNP-injected, (II) non-targeted MNP-injected, and (III)
saline-injected rats. (a) The MM-OCT signal (green) is overlaid on the struc-
tural OCT signal (red). (b) Structural OCT images. (c) Corresponding histologic
microscopic images of the Prussian-blue stained slices of tumors at 40× mag-
nification [11].

fusion dynamics of MNPs in ex vivo tissues can be monitored
[38], MM-OCT can also be used for in vivo tissue imaging [23]
and targeting (see Fig. 2). For instance, magnetite nanoparticles
carrying antibodies to target human epidermal growth factor re-
ceptor (HER2neu) have been used to achieve in vivo mammary
tumor imaging in a pre-clinical rat mammary tumor model [11].
In [1], thrombi within ex vivo porcine arteries can be marked by
the adhesion of MNP-laden, rehydrated, lyophilized platelets
to the injured sites. Likewise, arginine-glycine-aspartic acid
(RGD)-functionalized protein MSs were shown to target the
αvβ3 integrin that is overexpressed in atherosclerotic lesions
[37], enabling early-stage detection of atherosclerotic changes
by intravascular MM-OCT [39]. Finally, an application of MM-
OCT to detect hemoglobin within blood based on its inherent
magnetically responsive properties under a high-strength mag-
netic field (0.7 T) has also been demonstrated [40].

Multimodal imaging contrast can also be achieved using
MNPs or magnetic MSs [14]. Since MNPs also exhibit strong
negative T2∗ contrast in MRI, MNPs can act as dual modal-
ity contrast agents in both MM-OCT and MRI [11]. Supplied
with both MNPs and fluorescent dyes, MM-OCT can be com-
plemented with fluorescence imaging [37]. The magnetomotive
principle has also been applied in ultrasound and demonstrated
with multimodal imaging [41].

A dual electromagnetic coil configuration has been applied
for sensing and imaging magnetic MSs in liquid-based samples
which lack the viscoelastic restoring force present in tissues
[42], and a volumetric full-range OCT technique has been in-
troduced to achieve rapid three-dimensional MM-OCT imaging
acquisition [43].
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B. Magnetomotive Optical Coherence Elastography

Diseased tissues are known to have different biomechani-
cal properties than healthy ones (e.g., tumors are often stiffer
than the surrounding normal tissue in breast). This motivates
the use of elastography, an imaging technique which can facil-
itate diagnostic imaging by introducing mechanical contrast to
biomedical images non-invasively [44]. The success of ultra-
sound elastography (USE) [45], [46] has stimulated extensive
elastography studies using other imaging modalities such as
magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) [47] and optical co-
herence elastography (OCE) [48]–[50]. OCE surpasses MRE
and USE in the following aspects: (1) higher spatial resolu-
tion (micrometer scale), which allows for the discrimination of
fine morphological features, (2) higher displacement sensitivity
(hundreds of nanometers scale), which enables the detection of
subtle changes in tissue deformation, and (3) faster image ac-
quisition time [49]. However, compared to USE or MRE, OCE
has a lower penetration depth (1–2 mm).

In general, all elastography techniques require a certain me-
chanical excitation source and some means of measuring the
resulting deformation or dynamic response. OCE techniques
can be categorized in several ways, such as being based on the
time-scale of the measurements (static or dynamic), configura-
tion of the excitation source (internal or external), or the detec-
tion approach [48], [49]. In terms of mechanical properties, to
date, most OCE techniques have assumed the tissue to be linear
and viscoelastic. In this section, we will briefly summarize the
current OCE techniques, particularly focusing on MM-OCE.

Static OCE is a conventional OCE technique that relies on
the spatial characteristics of the biological material, such as the
deformation under a uniform stress field (intuitively, a stiffer ma-
terial exhibits less deformation under the same loading). Stiff-
ness is a one-dimensional characteristic often quantified by the
Young’s modulus, which has the widest dynamic range as com-
pared to other elasticity parameters [51]. In general, for small
deformations of an elastic material (usually less than 10% of the
original length), the material will respond in a linear (Hookean)
fashion. The Young’s modulus E of such a material undergoing
a uniaxial deformation can be given by

E =
σ

ε
(10)

where σ is the imposed stress that can be obtained by the ratio
of force loading to the area (F

A ), and ε is the fractional change in
sample length (Δ l

l0
) of the material along the axial direction [52].

The elastic contrast is typically revealed in a strain map in
response to a uniform stress field. Using this approach, static
OCE has been demonstrated in postmortem aorta and cornea
[53], [54], ex vivo human breast, lymph node, and ovary [55],
[56], and in vivo human skin [57], [58]. However, strain map-
ping only provides a relative measurement. To quantify Young’s
modulus, techniques such as micro-indentation based on the
Hertz contact theory [59], and optical palpation where a translu-
cent compliant silicone stress sensor is placed on the sample sur-
face [60], can be implemented. Most static OCE techniques rely
on contact-based, external excitation sources, such as a glass

plate with a ring actuator or piston [55], [61], or a needle probe
configuration [62].

Viscoelastic features can also be inferred from temporally-
resolved dynamics characteristics. This is the basic idea of
dynamic OCE, where a mechanical vibrator and glass plate
with mechanical actuators can be used as contact-based ex-
citation [63]–[65]. Contact-free excitation configurations have
also been utilized, including acoustic radiation forces [66],
[67], laser-pulses [68], air-puffs [69], [70], or magnetic forces
[1], [71]–[75]. The mechanical responses can be detected by
motion-tracking techniques including speckle tracking (e.g.,
cross-correlation or speckle decorrelation [76], [77]) and phase-
sensitive OCT [78], [79], where the latter is more common due
to its larger dynamic range and the lower data acquisition re-
quirement [49].

Magnetomotive OCE (MM-OCE) is a variant of dynamic
OCE that employs a non-contact mechanical perturbation with
the use of magnetic components that are manipulated through
an alternating magnetic field at a distance. MM-OCE techniques
are commonly performed with phase-sensitive OCT, where the
displacement response of the stimulated sample is estimated
from the phase profile by [71]

dϕ (dt) =
4πn

λ0
dz(dt). (11)

Here, dt is the time interval between adjacent scans, dϕ(dt)
is the phase change, n is the refractive index of the material, λ0
is the center wavelength of the OCT light source, and dz(dt) is
the displacement induced during the time interval dt.

It is important to note that MM-OCE is conceptually different
from MM-OCT. While MM-OCT relies on the dynamic modula-
tion of MNPs for image contrast, MM-OCE extracts the motion
characteristics of the medium surrounding the MNPs in order
to assess its biomechanical properties [1]. In MM-OCE, MNPs
[1], [71]–[74] or magnetic microbeads [80], [81] can respond
to a magnetic field and serve as force transducers. MNPs have
negligible inertia compared to biological tissues, and hence the
responsive motion reflects the viscoelasticity of the surrounding
tissue in which the MNPs are embedded [49]. Here, we focus
our discussion on MNP-based MM-OCE techniques. For the
remainder of this paper, unless specifically noted, MM-OCE
denotes the OCE techniques that use MNPs as internal force
transducers.

The magnetically-induced motion of a sample depends not
only on the sample viscoelasticity and geometry, but also on the
gradient of the applied field, the concentration and the distribu-
tion of the MNPs, and the characteristics of the electromagnetic
coil [74]. However, the localized dynamic excitation scheme in
MM-OCE provides a more effective means of alleviating the
problems associated with geometric constraints in an external
static loading scheme, and hence the MM-OCE measurements,
compared to static OCE, are potentially more quantitative and
less subjective to boundary conditions [49], [74].

1) Transient-Response MM-OCE: Biological soft tissue is
a complex material composed of both fluids and solids. Under
certain assumptions, the viscoelastic mechanical response of
the tissue can be described by empirical rheological models
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such as the Kelvin–Voigt and Maxwell models. In the Kelvin–
Voigt model, the elastic and viscous components coexist in a
parallel configuration [52]. When a step-wise magnetic field is
applied and eventually leads to a steady magnetic field gradient,
the MNPs along with the neighboring tissue will be driven by
the magnetic force and settle at a new equilibrium position
while undergoing an underdamped oscillation [71]. Similarly,
when the magnetic field is removed, the MNP-laden tissue is
released from the magnetic force and the restoring force of the
sample microenvironment will again results in an underdamped
harmonic oscillation around its original equilibrium position,
which can be described by the second order differential equation
expressed below [71], [82]:

m
d2z(t)
dt2

+ γ
dz(t)
dt

+ kz(t) = F (t). (12)

Here, z(t) is the displacement as a function of time in
response to the driving force F (t), m is the total mass of the
sample neglecting the minute mass of the MNPs, and γ and
k are the damping coefficient and spring constant that are
associated with the viscous and elastic properties, respectively.
Note that these values can be regarded as constants since the
variation of the biomechanical properties across the scale of
displacement (hundreds of nm) is sufficiently small [63]. Solv-
ing Eq. (12), the underdamped response to the loading can be
written as

z (t) = Ae−
γ

2 m tcos (2πf0t − ϕ) + C (13)

where A is the amplitude component, ϕ is an arbitrary phase,
C is a constant, and f0 is the natural frequency provided by

f0 =
1
2π

√
k

m
− γ2

4m2 . (14)

Using Hooke’s law, Young’s modulus E can be retrieved from
the spring constant k and is geometrically related through the
sample thickness L and the cross-sectional area S that the force
has been applied to, given by

E =
kL

S
(15)

where the spring constant k can be obtained from Eq.
(14). MM-OCE excitation can be performed with a step or
square-wave function, followed by M-mode acquisition as
the tissue undergoes an underdamped oscillation, as shown in
Fig. 3(a) and (c) [71]. With negligible viscosity, the natural

frequency can be simplified to f0 = 1
2

√
k
m . If the sample

mass and shape are relatively constant, a linearity between
the natural frequency and the square root of the Young’s
modulus f0 ∝

√
E can be observed, as plotted in Fig. 3(b) [67],

[71]. Hence, the higher the natural frequency, the stiffer the
sample.

For viscoelastic media that have a time-dependent stress-
strain relation, other descriptive parameters can be introduced
to the model. Creep is a transient phenomenon that occurs when
the fluid redistributes within a biosample under a constant stress
(e.g., in a step-wise loading scheme). In such a case, an in-
crease of strain with time would be observed. Using the Kelvin–

Fig. 3. Transient-response MM-OCE detecting the natural frequency of a
material. (a) A correlation between the natural frequency and stiffness can be
seen. This correlation is quantitatively shown in (b), where a linear dependence
between the natural frequency and square root of the Young’s modulus can
be observed [71]. (c) Results show how the natural frequency can be used to
characterize the viscoelastic behavior of different ex vivo rabbit tissues [73].

Voigt model, the responding strain of creep can be given as
[52], [83]

ε (t) = ε0 + ε1

(
1 − e−t/τc

)
. (16)

Here, τc is referred to as the creep retardation time and is
defined by the ratio η

E , which includes the viscosity η and elas-
ticity E of the medium. The term ε0 is the instantaneous strain
and ε1 is the viscoelastic (delayed) strain amplitude. In [73], the
creep retardation time was extracted for a quantitative compar-
ison of viscoelasticity between ex vivo rabbit muscle and lung
(see Fig. 3(c)). The τc metrics, along with a constant strain pa-
rameter, have also been demonstrated with static OCE, where a
four-parameter Kelvin-Voigt model was utilized and parametric
B-scan images of ex vivo rat and mouse muscles were generated
[84]. In addition, the creep response can also be reflected in
the rise time, which is defined as the time interval between the
time the magnetic field is applied and the time the first peak of
displacement amplitude is observed [73].

2) Spectroscopic MM-OCE: If a material undergoes a forced
vibration oscillating at the natural frequency of the sample,
the sample would exhibit the largest displacement and hence a
resonant peak would be observed within the frequency-swept
mechanical spectrum. The resonance phenomenon can be ex-
plained by applying a harmonic oscillation force F0e

iωt with
angular frequency ω = 2πf to the sample using Eq. (12). The
particular solution reveals an additional displacement of:

Δz =
F0√

(k − mω2)2 + (γω)2
ei(ωt−ϕ) (17)
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Fig. 4. Spectroscopic and shear-wave MM-OCE. (a, b) Spectroscopic MM-OCE is an alternative way of determining the resonant/natural frequency. (a)
Excited by a chirp waveform, a cylindrical agarose sample exhibits (top) a frequency-dependent displacement, where (middle) the computed amplitude reveals
the longitudinal resonance modes n = 1,2,3,4, and (bottom) the phase shift from 0 to π across each resonance mode agrees with theoretical expectation [72].
(b) Spectroscopic MM-OCE with a two-dimensional imaging scheme was applied to probe the biomechanical properties of the sample both spatially and temporally,
where the mechanical spectral response can be revealed in both (I, II) homogenous rat muscle and lung tissues and (III, IV) more heterogeneous tissues such as at
the tumor-adipose margin in human breast tissue. (IV) A stronger MM-OCT signal is seen at lower excitation frequencies for softer tissue and at higher frequencies
for the stiffer areas (tumor) [75]. (c) Shear-wave MM-OCE shown in (I) a heterogeneous agarose sample where a clear boundary between stiff and soft regions
can be seen. (II) The wave propagation can be visualized and further used for (III) Young’s moduli quantification and mapping [74].

where ϕ = tan−1 γω
k−mω 2 [64]. It can be seen from Eq. (17) that

the displacement Δz attains maximum value for ϕ = π
2 . This is

the condition for resonance. In terms of the resonant frequency,
this condition is achieved when the frequency of the forced
oscillation f is equal to the natural frequency f0 of the sample.
For the case when either f > f0 (above resonance) or f < f0
(below resonance), the sample displacement Δz is less than the
maximum displacement (achieved at the resonant frequency).
The phase and frequency conditions for these different cases are
summarized in the equation below [64]:

⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

f

f0
< 1, ϕ → 0 below resonance

f

f0
= 1, ϕ =

π

2
at resonance

f

f0
> 1, ϕ → π above resonance.

(18)

It must also be mentioned that the width of the resonant peak
in the frequency spectrum (or the change of phase angle ϕ toward
0 or π on either side of the resonant peak) is directly proportional
to the damping coefficient of the sample. This means that a
highly viscous medium leads to a resonant peak that is wide and
distributed across a broad frequency range in the frequency-
swept mechanical spectrum [64].

Spectroscopic principles have been demonstrated previously
with USE [85], [86] and other dynamic OCE techniques [64].
A frequency-varying load can be applied with a chirp (see
Fig. 4(a)), which probes the system impulse response while
offering a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), as compared to an
impulse excitation, due to a longer time duration of the applied
frequency components across the spectrum [1], [72]. Alterna-
tively, one can produce a harmonic oscillation by delivering

one frequency at a time across the acquisition of one frame,
and then sweeping across a wide range of frequencies. Though
more computationally expensive, this approach allows for a two-
dimensional imaging scheme which probes both the spatial and
temporal characteristics of the sample simultaneously [64], [75].
As shown in Fig. 4(b), the elastic contrast of a mechanically het-
erogeneous sample, such as along a tumor margin, where the
stiff tumor is adjacent to the soft adipose tissue, can be revealed
by this technique.

As in the case of transient-response MM-OCE, estimating
Young’s modulus from spectroscopic MM-OCE requires knowl-
edge of the sample geometry and physical properties such as
mass and Poisson’s ratio (relating the axial strain to the shear
strain). For example, for a homogeneous, isotropic, elastic,
cylindrical sample with stress-free walls, the Young’s modulus
can be estimated by solving the Love equation [72]. Although
a precise estimation of Young’s modulus from solid tissues
with arbitrary shapes is generally difficult, a spectroscopic ap-
proach is effective for comparing the viscoelasticity of the same
sample longitudinally if the mass and geometry remain rela-
tively unchanged.

3) Shear-Wave MM-OCE: The propagation behavior of
elastic waves through materials provides another way to as-
sess the biomechanical properties. Originating from the equa-
tion of motion and linked through the constitutive equation,
shear wave propagation within an isotropic, linear elastic, ho-
mogeneous, incompressible material can be described by the
Helmholtz equation [47], [49]:

G∇2u − ρ
∂2u

∂t2
= 0. (19)

Here u is the displacement and ρ is the sample density. The
shear modulus G is related to Young’s modulus E through
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G = E
2(1+υ ) , where the Poisson’s ratio υ of soft tissues is typ-

ically close to 0.5 (υ of liquid). Young’s modulus can then be
approximated as E ≈ 3G. The shear modulus can be extracted
from the shear wave velocity using [87]

Cs =

√
G

ρ
. (20)

In shear-wave MM-OCE, both an impulse and a harmonic
oscillation waveform can be sent to propagate across the sam-
ple, where the group and phase velocity can be used for shear
wave velocity calculations, respectively. When the excitation
source has a point-wise characteristic in the lateral direction, a
phase gradient Δφ

Δr can be obtained by linearly fitting the phase
profile Δφ with respect to the radial spatial interval Δr, which
can be used to compute the empirical phase velocity Cs = ωΔr

Δφ
[74]. In [74], MNPs were deployed into tissue-mimicking phan-
toms and tissue specimens, and act as a cylindrically-shaped
excitation source. As shown in Fig. 4(c), the stiffness of the
sample can be related to the wavelength of the shear wave (i.e.,
larger shear wave wavelength implies higher shear wave speed,
and hence the elasticity). For a viscoelastic body, the shear
modulus is complex and the frequency-dependent shear wave
speed (dispersion) can be quantified assuming a certain tissue
model. Using the Kelvin–Voigt model, the shear wave speed
dispersion can be given as [88]

Cs (ω) =

√
2(G2 + ω2η2)

ρ(G +
√

G2 + ω2η2)
(21)

where G is the real part of the complex shear modulus, ω is the
angular frequency of excitation, ρ is the mass density, and η is
the viscosity. The viscosity can be inferred from the slope of
the shear wave speed dispersion curve—the steeper the slope,
the greater the viscosity [74]. When η = 0 or the shear modulus
is much greater than the viscosity, the above equation become
non-dispersive and reduces to Eq. (20).

Numerous rheological models have been employed for
biomechanical characterization, yet erroneous results may of-
ten appear due to violations of various mechanical assumptions.
One way to alleviate this issue is by using the finite element
method (FEM), which is an effective numerical tool that iter-
atively approximates the boundary value solutions [89]. FEM
has been implemented in both static [90] and dynamic [75],
[91] OCE. In [75], a dynamic FEM model using the structural
mechanics module in COMSOL was used to simulate spectro-
scopic MM-OCE, where the simulation results were close to the
empirical measurements.

Among these major MM-OCE techniques, whether one ap-
proach would be favored over another depends on the specific
application. Shear wave approaches are suitable in a scenario
where Young’s modulus quantification is needed, while a tran-
sient or a spectroscopic technique might be more preferable
in scenarios where localized MNP aggregation is not readily
achieved (such as during the intravascular administration of
MNPs).

C. Magnetic Hyperthermia

Hyperthermia is a clinical therapeutic treatment process that
utilizes adequate temperature elevation to traumatize targeted
cells or tissues, such as in cancer. Different effects of cell
injury and killing are induced depending on the level of tem-
perature rise. In [13], [34], investigations summarize that ther-
moablation occurs at temperatures above 46 °C (up to 56 °C),
where the cells undergo direct necrosis, coagulation, and/or car-
bonization. Moderate hyperthermia occurs around 41 – 46 °C,
which activates cellular and tissue level degradation, such as
irreversible protein damage, induction of apoptosis, and mul-
tidrug resistance. Temperatures below 41 °C but above nor-
mal body temperature (37 °C) are in the range of diathermia,
which is commonly used to treat rheumatic diseases in phys-
iotherapy. Hyperthermia treatment usually refers to moderate
hyperthermia that induces protein damage and triggers cellu-
lar dysfunction [13]. At the tissue level, if hyperthermia effects
occur in tumor tissues, blood vessels may not appropriately re-
spond with vasodilation when tissue temperature increases [92].
Hyperthermia is capable of introducing impressive regression
or destruction of tumors, thermally affecting hypoxic cancerous
cells, impairing the repair process of DNA after radiation dam-
age, and making cancerous cells more sensitive to radiation or
anticancer drugs [34], [93]. Hyperthermia can also be performed
alone, or as an adjunctive therapy to facilitate and improve the
effectiveness of other cancer therapies.

External and internal heating sources can be utilized for heat
delivery and induction of hyperthermia during treatments. Mi-
crowaves, radiofrequency energy, ultrasound waves, infrared ra-
diators, and lasers are examples of external energy sources com-
monly used [92]. In contrast, MNPs such as SPM nanoparticles
or magnetic fluids can serve as internal heating sources, albeit
driven by external alternating magnetic fields. These agents can
be delivered through the vasculature or by direct (interstitial) in-
jection into a solid tumor, where Brownian and Néel relaxation
govern the heating mechanisms [31], [32]. Ever since the first
demonstration of magnetic hyperthermia in 1957 [94], inves-
tigations into this therapeutic approach have thrived. Related
research has been performed in many in vivo animal studies
[95]–[97], and investigations have moved on to preclinical stud-
ies for human glioblastoma and prostate cancer [98]–[100], to
name only a few.

IV. MNPS AS THERANOSTICS AGENTS

A. Conventional Hyperthermia Dosimetry

Evaluation and measurement of thermal energy dose is
essential to avoid the undesirable overtreatment that induces
collateral damage to adjacent healthy tissues. The total ther-
mal energy dose is dependent on the amount of energy applied,
heating duration, the cumulative number of times that a treat-
ment is delivered, and the thermal sensitivity of the tissue [101].
Inhomogeneous distributions of thermal energy are inevitable
due to the inherent heterogeneous composition of tissue, the
inhomogeneity of the blood perfusion field, and the relatively
uncontrollable distribution of MNPs on the microscopic scale
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[102]–[104]. Cumulative equivalent minute at 43 °C (CEM
43 ◦C Tx ) is an “isoeffect thermal dose” commonly used to de-
scribe the time-temperature history of the applied thermal dose,
with the non-uniform temperature distribution also taken into
account [105]–[107]:

CEM 43 ◦C Tx =
n∑
i

tiR
(43−Tx ) (22)

where

⎧
⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

R =
1
8
− 1

4
, when Tx ≤ 43 ◦C

R =
1
2
, when Tx > 43 ◦C.

Here, ti is the ith minute time interval and R is number of min-
utes required to compensate for a 1 °C change of the breakpoint.
The variable Tx describes the temperature exceeded by x% of
the intratumoral measurement. Temperatures around 43 °C are
near the breakpoint of the rate of cell death for several cell
lines [106]. Usually, a thermal dose of 5–10 CEM43 ◦C T90 is
the target for clinical hyperthermia combined with radiotherapy
[108]. However, the resulting temperature does not directly re-
fer to the biological destruction as the cell death rate could be
affected by several other factors, including the well-known ther-
motolerence effect [106]. This imposes difficulty in associating
the actual thermal damage with the thermal dose applied.

B. Heat-Induced Stiffness Changes

Heat-stress can trigger several cell- and tissue-level degrada-
tion processes, such as protein denaturation, folding, aggrega-
tion, DNA cross-linking, coagulation, and tissue necrosis [13].
These physiological changes subsequently alter the biomechan-
ical properties of the tissue, which are a result of changes in
the configurational entropy from denaturation [109] or fibrin
crosslinking and platelet adhesion during coagulation [110].

USE and MRE have been utilized for thermal ablation mon-
itoring in excised animal liver and muscle tissues [111], [112],
and for in vivo monitoring in animal muscle, human liver, and
human prostate [113]–[115]. These studies report the correla-
tion between stiffness and thermal damage, while some further
investigated the reversible and irreversible changes due to dif-
ferent states of the heat-modified proteins [111], [112], [115].
The findings of these studies suggest that heat-induced stiffness
changes measured via elastography not only offers an alternative
metric for thermal dosimetry, but may also be more indicative
of biological status over temperature-based metrics.

C. Magnetic Hyperthermia Dosimetry by MM-OCE

Theranostic agents represent a single platform with combined
diagnostic and therapeutic functions, and have the potential to
facilitate a more personalized medicine approach [116]. MNPs
can provide theranostic functions by combining tissue targeting,
imaging contrast, and disease treatment in a single agent [4]. In
cancer chemotherapy, fluorophores can be added to liposomal
nanoparticles, where chemotherapeutic agents and iron-oxide
can also be included within the shell to produce a therapeutic,

magneto-fluorescent agent [117]. MNPs can also be used to de-
liver a thermal dose to targeted cancerous sites while providing
image contrast in MRI [118].

Therapy monitoring, or dosimetry (the measurement of a ther-
apeutic dose or intervention), is another theranostic application
of MNPs. Traditionally, most dosimetric techniques have uti-
lized imaging modalities to visualize and detect changes in struc-
tural image features that represent the interventional effects,
while dosimetric methods that rely on direct elastographic mea-
surements of the changing biomechanical properties of the tissue
have not been thoroughly explored. Previously, researchers have
demonstrated combining USE imaging with high intensity fo-
cused ultrasound (HIFU) to monitor the mechanical changes of
the prostate before, during, and after thermal ablation [114]. An
analogous approach may be provided by using MNPs as thera-
nostic agents, where magnetic hyperthermia can be applied for
therapeutic purpose and the dynamic evolving viscoelastic prop-
erties of the tissue can be probed by MM-OCE for dosimetry.

Here we propose and investigate the feasibility of monitoring
the thermal dose delivered by magnetic hyperthermia based on
the viscoelastic tissue properties revealed by MM-OCE. The
main goal of this preliminary study of MM-OCE-based mag-
netic hyperthermia dosimetry was to explore the potential cor-
relation between heat-induced treatments and changes in the
elasticity of ex vivo chicken breast tissue. We simulated the
intravenous administration of MNPs by placing the tissues in
suspensions of MNPs and allowing for diffusion of the MNPs
into the ex vivo tissue specimens prior to magnetic hyperthermia
treatment.

V. METHOD

A. Experimental Setup and Magnetic Hyperthermia Treatment

The magnetic hyperthermia setup included a custom-made
power supply which supplied an alternating voltage at 64.7 kHz
to drive a water-cooled magnetic coil formed from copper tub-
ing. The coil was 10 cm in length (1.3 turns per cm), and had an
internal diameter of 3 cm. The coil was used to induce a mag-
netic field with peak-to-peak field strength of 50 kA/m (∼628.3
Gauss, assuming negligible magnetization of air) inside the coil.
Since the magnetic field is uniform along the central longitudi-
nal axis of the coil, each sample was placed at the center of the
coil to reduce the radial variation of the magnetic field inside
the sample (see Fig. 5(a)). The hyperthermia treatment consisted
of delivering the alternating magnetic field continuously to the
sample for 15 min. Immediately before and after treatment,
for each tissue sample, tissue temperatures were measured at
the surface within 1 min (T1−min ) from six locations using a
digital thermometer (HH-20A, Omega Engineering, Inc., Stam-
ford, CT, USA). Temperature measurements were performed
only on the sample surface since the MNPs were diffused from
the outer surface and the insertion of the temperature sensing
probe would have affected the mechanical coupling within the
tissue and also possibly alter the boundary conditions. The ther-
mometer was kept in contact at each location for ∼10 s in order
to reach a steady-state value. Inevitably, the tissue temperature
dropped between sequential measurements. Therefore, we also
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Fig. 5. Schematic of (a) the magnetic hyperthermia and (b) MM-OCE systems.
The MM-OCE setup schematic is adapted from [11].

Fig. 6. Surface temperature and Young’s modulus results of the four groups
(black) before and (dark red) after 15 min of treatment. (a) Surface temperature
measured within a 1-min time interval (T1−m in ) at six different locations on each
sample. A significant temperature rise is observed only in the MNP+, AMF+
case, indicating the effectiveness of the magnetic hyperthermia. (b) Validating
Young’s moduli were obtained from indentation testing. A significant increase
in stiffness occurred only in the MNP+, AMF+ tissue.

report the temperature measured within the first 10 s (T10−sec),
which is expected to be least influenced by the cooling effect
from the ambient temperature.

The MM-OCT/MM-OCE system utilized for this study was
described previously [75]. Briefly, a custom-made electromag-
netic coil was placed in the sample arm of a 1310 nm spectral
domain OCT imaging system that utilized a superluminescent
diode source with a 170 nm bandwidth (giving axial and trans-
verse resolutions of ∼6 and ∼16 μm, respectively). Shown in
Fig. 5(b), the sample was placed beneath the electromagnetic
coil, which had a bore diameter of ∼2 mm to allow the op-
tical beam to pass through for imaging the tissue beneath the
coil. Immediately following the MM-OCE measurements, gold-
standard mechanical indentation testing (TA.XT Plus Texture
Analyzer, Texture Technologies Corp., Algonquin, IL, USA)
was performed on the samples. Both MM-OCE and indentation
measurements were performed after the samples were allowed

to cool down to room temperature after the magnetic hyperther-
mia treatment.

B. Sample Preparation

Chicken breast tissue was cut into pieces (∼1.5 × 1.5 ×
0.5 cm3) and marinated for approximately 2.5 hours in a Fe3O4
(#637106, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA, characterized
in [28]) solution (100 mg Fe3O4 /ml PBS) to simulate passive
uptake of MNPs in tissues, while the control group specimens
were marinated in PBS solutions for the same time duration.

C. Data Collection and Processing

We performed MM-OCT and MM-OCE, including both spec-
troscopic and transient-response approaches. For MM-OCT, a
line scan rate of 1983 Hz was used and 4000 A-scans were ac-
quired across a 1.6 mm range in the transverse direction. The
data processing followed the standard MM-OCT processing pro-
cedure [28]. For spectroscopic MM-OCE, an excitation chirp
over the range of 10–400 and 10–500 Hz was applied depend-
ing on the level of tissue stiffness, and 4000 M-mode scans were
acquired with a line scan rate of 1983 Hz. The frequency range
of the chirp excitation was selected according to a prior knowl-
edge of the resonant frequency of muscle tissue (∼100 Hz [38],
[73]). A line scan rate of 1983 Hz was chosen to ensure that the
sampling rate met Nyquist criteria without excessive oversam-
pling. The data were processed in a similar manner as in [64]. In
brief, the data was first processed following the standard OCT
data processing. Then, phase differences between each adjacent
M-scan were computed based on the complex OCT signals.
Next, an average was taken across 10 rows in depth where the
highest SNR values were present, followed by phase unwrap-
ping. Sequentially, discrete Fourier transforms were performed
across 4000 M-scans to obtain a frequency-swept mechanical
spectrum. For the transient-response MM-OCE, a square wave
of ∼10 Hz was applied while the line scan rate and the num-
ber of M-scans were set to 20 730 Hz and 4000, respectively.
The phase profile was extracted from the angle of the complex
OCT signal, followed by phase unwrapping. Then, the under-
damped oscillation occurring during each magnetic field “on”
and “off” period was processed individually. After the trend of
increasing displacement over time was first removed, the natural
frequencies were determined from the inverse of the time period
between the first and the second displacement peaks detected
from the signal. The natural frequency was estimated by the
average across 10 rows in depth, where the highest signal SNR
was obtained.

VI. RESULTS

As noted earlier, MM-OCE was used to evaluate the heat-
induced change in elasticity of ex vivo chicken breast tissue.

To first verify the effectiveness of magnetic hyperther-
mia induction by our system, we investigated the contribu-
tions of both the alternating magnetic field (AMF) and the
MNPs. As a result, four groups were analyzed: (1) MNP-laden
tissue treated with AMF (MNP+, AMF+), (2) non-treated
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Fig. 7. MM-OCE and MM-OCT results from ex vivo tissue before and after a magnetic hyperthermia treatment. In both MM-OCE results, a higher SNR is
only present in the MNP+ groups. (a) Spectroscopic MM-OCE results of (black) before and (dark red) after 15 min, with or without hyperthermia treatment.
(I) Normalized temporal displacement in response to chirp excitation (10–400 Hz or 10–500 Hz) is plotted with the x-axis representing the time from 0 to 2 s.
(II) Resonance spectrum showing relative mechanical amplitude across 0–400 Hz. (b) Transient-response MM-OCE results for (black) before and (dark red) after
15 min, with or without treatment, where relative displacement amplitude is plotted throughout 0–20 ms. From both (a) and (b), a significant resonant/natural
frequency shift can only be observed in the MNP+, AMF+ sample. (c) The presence of MNPs was further verified using MM-OCT. Displayed images are the
superposition of both MM-OCT (green channel) with structural OCT (red channel) signals. Strong MM-OCT signals are evident only in the MNP+ tissues and
not in the MNP-tissues. The excitation frequencies for MM-OCT are 280, 170, 200, and 200 Hz, respectively for MNP+AMF+, MNP+AMF–, MNP–AMF+,
and MNP–AMF– samples. The excitation frequency for both MNP+ cases were chosen near the values of their post-treatment (with or without AMF) resonant
frequency. For both MNP– cases, the excitation frequency were selected arbitrarily for display since our data exhibit no significant difference in the MM-OCT
results when various frequencies within the range 50–300 Hz have been applied.

MNP-laden tissue (MNP+, AMF–), (3) PBS-soaked tissue
treated with AMF (MNP–, AMF+), and (4) non-treated PBS-
soaked tissue (MNP–, AMF–). Additionally, the presence of
MNPs was validated by MM-OCT measurements.

Validating the effectiveness of magnetic hyperthermia treat-
ment through temperature measurements, the results are shown
in Fig. 6(a). Comparing within the MNP+ samples, an in-
crease in temperature (T1−min from 19.08 ± 0.49 °C to 32.25 ±
3.75 °C; T10−sec from 19.9 °C to 37.5 °C after treatment) was
only observed from the sample that was exposed to the AMF
(i.e., AMF+). In contrast, no significant temperature rise was
observed in the MNP+, AMF– tissue (T1−min from 17.92 ±
0.2 °C to 16.53 ± 0.16 °C; T10−sec from 18.2 °C to 16.8 °C), or
MNP– tissues for both AMF+ (T1−min from 17.18 ± 0.37 °C
to 20.07 ± 0.53 °C; T10−sec from 17.4 °C to 21.1 °C) and
AMF– (T1−min from 17.07 ± 0.38 °C to 16.43 ± 0.05 °C;
T10−sec from 17.8 °C to 16.5 °C) samples. This demonstrates

that the customized magnetic hyperthermia system and its oper-
ating parameters were able to successfully induce a significant
temperature rise inside the MNP+ tissues.

Following this validation experiment, MM-OCT and MM-
OCE measurements were performed, and results are shown
in Fig. 7. As expected, strong MM-OCT signals, along with
higher SNR in MM-OCE, are only observed in the MNP+
groups. The elastic properties were revealed from spectroscopic
and transient-response MM-OCE, and were further confirmed
with gold-standard indentation testing. Both MM-OCE tech-
niques showed a substantial increase in the resonant/natural fre-
quency for the MNP+, AMF+ tissue (from 120.35 ± 1.12 Hz
to 272.97 ± 7.75 Hz), while the MNP+, AMF– sample man-
ifested almost no frequency shift (from 189.79 ± 3.57 Hz to
191.74 ± 2.95 Hz). This can be visualized in both the temporal
displacement profile (i.e., larger displacement amplitude as the
excited chirp is swept through a higher frequency) and the
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TABLE I
SUMMARY OF INITIAL RESULTS

MNP-laden tissue (MNP+) PBS-soaked tissue (MNP–)

AMF-Treated Strong MM-OCT signal Weak MM-OCT signal
(AMF+) Significant rise in T No significant rise in T

Significant rise in E No significant rise in E
Significant rise in fo (fo not applicable)

Non-Treated Strong MM-OCT signal Weak MM-OCT signal
(AMF–) No significant rise in T No significant rise in T

No significant rise in E No significant rise in E
No significant rise in fo (fo not applicable)

Footnote: T denotes surface temperature measured. E denotes the Young’s
modulus obtained from gold-standard indentation testing. fo indicates the
natural frequency measured from transient-response MM-OCE.

mechanical spectral response (resonant peak shifting toward
a higher frequency), as well as in the shortened periods of the
underdamped oscillations.

The Young’s moduli of the samples were also extracted by
a commercial indentation device, which further validated the
stiffening effect of the MNP+, AMF+ sample and enabled the
comparison between the elasticity of the MNP+ and MNP–
samples. It can be seen from Fig. 6(b) that a large increase in
elasticity is only achieved in the MNP+, AMF+ group (from
3.48± 0.29 kPa to 18.25± 3.26 kPa), while the samples without
AMF treatment and the tissues without MNPs have an elasticity
that is relatively unchanged (from 2.67 ± 0.42 kPa to 2.17 ±
0.35 kPa for MNP+, AMF–; from 1.49 ± 0.01 kPa to 1.36 ±
0.07 kPa for MNP–, AMF+; from 2.11 ± 0.04 kPa to 1.84 ±
0.48 kPa for MNP–, AMF–). This suggests that the stiffening of
the tissues are a result of the combination of both the MNPs and
the AMF (i.e., magnetic hyperthermia). A brief summary of the
results is available in Table I.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

MM-OCE is an optics-based elastography technique that
takes advantage of MNPs as small internal excitation sources
with negligible inertia to enable the assessment of viscoelastic
properties of soft tissues based on temporally-resolved magne-
tomotion characteristics. Here, we proposed and demonstrated
a theranostic function of MNPs, where MM-OCE was also used
for dosimetry of magnetic hyperthermia by monitoring the ther-
mal dose delivery via changes in the biomechanical properties
of the tissue.

In this study, a substantial temperature rise (13.17 °C in-
crease in the averaged T1−min ; 17.6 °C increase in the averaged
T10−sec) was successfully induced by a 15-min treatment of
magnetic hyperthermia (∼64.7 kHz, 50 kA/m or ∼628.3 Gauss)
on ex vivo MNP-laden chicken breast tissue. The evaluation
of tissue stiffness was performed with both spectroscopic and
transient-response MM-OCE, both of which correlate with the
measurements obtained from gold-standard indentation testing.
Our initial results show that a large increase in both temperature
(69% increase in the averaged T1−min value; 88.4% increase
in the averaged T10−sec value) and elasticity (14.77 kPa, cor-
responding to 424.4% increase in the averaged Young’s modu-

lus value) could be achieved in the hyperthermia-treated MNP-
laden tissue, while the samples either without MNPs or without
exposure to an AMF show negligible change in both temperature
and elasticity. This implies that magnetic-hyperthermia-induced
elasticity changes may serve as a good biomarker of thermal
damage of tissue, where both therapeutic and mechanical con-
trast monitoring processes can be achieved with the same MNPs
embedded inside the tissue matrix. In this initial study we only
performed relative measurements (resonant/natural frequency)
by MM-OCE with an intra-sample elasticity comparison. In the
future, the empirical information of the MNP distribution within
the tissue could be obtained from MRI or micro-CT [119], fol-
lowed by FEM simulations for improved understanding of the
dynamically evolving biomechanical properties.

The initial new results presented in this review serve as proof-
of-concept, where only one representative sample per group
was included due to the physical, mechanical and physiolog-
ical variabilities across each individual biological sample. In
future studies, a systematic characterization of tissue proper-
ties or MNP distribution outcome will be carried out before
including a larger sample size for statistical analysis. The cor-
relation between the various magnetic hyperthermia parameters
with the heating outcome could be investigated as well. More-
over, due to the limitations of the current experimental setup, it
was difficult to achieve a precise temperature measurement both
spatially (throughout the tissue volume) and temporally (real-
time monitoring). To more accurately investigate the induced
temperature before, during, and after hyperthermia treatment,
and access the thermodynamics history (i.e., heating or cool-
ing), real-time temperature monitoring can be implemented via
a metal-free fiber optic sensor that is not affected by the strong
applied AMF, or by temperature mapping performed using mag-
netic resonance temperature imaging [120] or a remote infrared
camera. Additionally, the conventional CEM43 ◦C T90 value
and FEM simulations of the bio-heat transfer equation [121] can
also be obtained for correlation and comparison. Moreover, to
evaluate the extent of thermal damage to the tissues, histology
can be performed and compared with both the elasticity and
temperature changes.

The assessment of the spatial biodistribution of MNPs can
also provide a more accurate thermal dosimetry estimation. Al-
though the MNP distribution appeared relatively uniform in our
MM-OCT data (see Fig. 7(c)), we hypothesize a non-uniform
MNP concentration in depths that exceed our imaging depth
(∼2.2 mm optical distance). Experimentally, the MNP distribu-
tion could be assessed by MRI or micro-CT and compared with
the corresponding theoretical diffusion models [122], [123] for
detailed investigation. This will be beneficial when comparing
the influence of different MNP administration approaches to the
hyperthermia outcome. Here, we modeled an intravascular in-
jection of MNPs by allowing the MNPs to diffuse into the tissue
samples while immersed in a suspension of MNPs. However, a
direct injection of MNPs into the tissue samples, simulating the
scenario of direct interstitial injection, should also be investi-
gated, where both the characterization of the MNP distribution
and the corresponding heating and biomechanical results can be
compared in the future.
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In vivo animal models could be used to better simulate more
practical clinical scenarios where physiological factors such as
blood circulation, cooling effects, and coagulation will affect
the magnetic hyperthermia dose and effectiveness. Magnetic hy-
perthermia has been successfully demonstrated in vivo, as have
other types of interventional techniques that ablate diseased tis-
sues (tumors) via hyperthermia or hypothermia techniques. In
all these therapeutic interventions there remains an important
need for dosimetry, to precisely measure the amount of dose
delivered, and track the dynamic tissue response to that dose.
While traditionally this has been accomplished with biomedical
imaging, many rely on changes in the structural features visual-
ized in the images. Few examples exist where elastography has
been used to measure the dynamically changing biomechanical
properties of the tissue for dosimetry.

Finally, a number of improvements in the MM-OCE based
dosimetry system can be made in future studies. The MM-
OCT/MM-OCE monitoring system used in this initial study was
a separate system from the magnetic hyperthermia treatment
system, however, the two systems can be conceivably combined
with one another, enabling rapid hyperthermia dosimetry. An-
other area of improvement could be enhancing the image acqui-
sition speed in MM-OCE monitoring. This can be done through
a volumetric scan approach which can potentially allow rapid
monitoring across a tissue volume [43]. On the other hand, char-
acterization of the sensitivity of MM-OCE for measurement of
heat-induced stiffness changes also needs to be evaluated. This
will be performed experimentally and compared with both an-
alytical estimation and FEM simulation, incorporating both the
bio-heat transfer and structural analysis methods in the future.

This review paper, along with the presented new preliminary
results, support the potential for using MM-OCE for biomechan-
ical dosimetry during magnetic hyperthermia interventions. By
extension, OCE techniques (without the use of MNPs) can also
be used to dynamically monitor tissue biomechanical changes
during thermal or cryo ablation of tissue. In vivo MM-OCE
for magnetic hyperthermia dosimetry applications should be
feasible not only for superficial tumors, but also for internal
tissue/tumor sites, where optical fibers can be inserted to per-
form optical sensing for the changes in tissue biomechanics.
Collectively, the magnetomotion of MNPs induced by the appli-
cation of an external AMF offers novel theranostic approaches
for contrast enhancement, optical coherence elastography, and
dosimetry of therapeutic interventions that alter the biomechan-
ical properties of tissue.
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